ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Conventionally, the Radio Frequency Spectrum (RFS) is statically regulated into licensed and unlicensed bands. While the use of the former is restricted to authorized operators, the unlicensed bands are available for use by the public subject to transmission constraints [1] . Under such regulation, the unlicensed bands may get heavily congested. On the other hand, several studies and measurements conducted around the world have indicated that the licensed RFS bands can be underutilized [2] .
From a technical perspective, the Cognitive Radio (CR) concept is a promising technology to achieve an efficient utilization of RFS. The concept for CR model was introduced in 1999 by Joseph Mitola [3] . In these models, the operators licensed to use some particular frequency bands are considered as the Primary Users (PUs), whereas, the unlicensed participants are referred to as the Secondary Users (SUs). The CR model is based on the realization that a PU may not fully utilize its licensed bands, leaving parts of its spectrum unoccupied. These unoccupied white spaces, or holes, relate to use, or more correctly the lack of use, in terms of frequency, time, or space and location. An SU can utilize these holes in addition to the unlicensed bands that it may typically use.
To achieve their objectives to maximize the utilization of the available frequency spectrum, CR systems are dependent on the execution of a sequence of several functions, the so-called CR cycle. A typical CR cycle was proposed by Mitola [3] . This is illustrated in Figure 1 . The main functions of the CR cycle are spectrum sensing, spectrum decision, spectrum sharing, and spectrum mobility. More specifically, an SU should be able to perform the following [4] :
• Spectrum sensing: sense the surrounding RFS to determine spectrum holes and to detect the presence of the relevant PU.
• Spectrum decision: analyze and decide which spectrum hole is the most suitable for satisfying the application requirements.
• Spectrum sharing: share the available spectrum holes with other SUs as fairly as possible.
• Spectrum mobility: seamlessly switch to another suitable spectrum hole to avoid interference with a detected PU that may wish to start using its licensed spectrum. The decision of which spectrum hole is a suitable for handoff to is to be requested from spectrum decision function.
Detecting the presence of a PU, or more precisely finding out whether the PU is using its allocated spectrum or not, is an essential task for a CR device. On one hand, this fundamental task requires improving sensing accuracy by avoiding false positive results while detecting the presence of a PU. On the other, the employed sensing technique should achieve a high detecting probability of the available spectrum holes. The nature of the electromagnetic signals makes accurate sensing a complicated process. More specifically, the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), the multipath fading of the PU signals, and the changing levels of noise can significantly affect the sensing accuracy [5, 6] . Moreover, imperfect spectrum sensing can result in increased transmission error rates, for both the PU and the SUs [7] . Such errors may contribute to the degradation of the quality of services (QoSs) provided by a PU and SUs. Noticeably, any QoS degradation that can be attributed to the CR technology can potentially harm the progress of the CR-based solutions. In this paper, the main features and limitations of the prevalent spectrum sensing methods are examined. Furthermore, the key aspects that should be involved in selecting the appropriate sensing method are highlighted and discussed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the background and motivation for this work. The effects of the sensing operation on the QoS of the applications running over CR networks are described in Section III. Several sensing approaches are studied and discussed in Section IV. Factors that may help in selecting the proper sensing techniques are outlined in Section V. The last section gives the conclusions and points to the potential future expansion of the reported work. 
MOTIVATIONS
Most of the previous reviews of spectrum sensing techniques are mainly focused on the operation, accuracies, complexities, and implementation issues [8] [9] [10] [11] . For instance, the relation between the sensing accuracy and the sensing time or frequency is the primary focus of the authors in [8] .
They suggested that the focus should be on finding an optimal spectrum sensing technique with the capability of flexible tuning between time and frequency resolutions. For such optimization possibility, they nominate a wavelet-based spectrum estimation method. However, they find that the available state-of-art sensing technologies do not offer a possible trade-off between the complexity of the sensing method and its accuracy. In contrast, other reviewers consider the characteristics of the PU signal as the main factor for selecting a proper sensing method [9] . Nevertheless, other factors should be considered for more adaptive sensing and improved performance.
In general, the common approach is about how to find an optimal sensing method for all possible CR operation requirements. However, all the aforementioned references agree that none of the proposed sensing methods is suitable for all possible sensing situations, conditions and technologies of CR systems. This study shifts the focus to a new approach where a CR device supports a range of various sensing methods. Thus, the proper sensing technique can be selected based on the real-time requirements. This approach implies the need for a real-time mechanism to select the most suitable sensing method based on a number of factors or criteria. In this paper, various sensing methods are studied toward finding the relevant selection criteria that should be considered when designing such as real-time selection mechanism.
SENSING OPERATION IMPACT ON APPLICATIONS' QOS IN CR NETWORKS
As shown in Figure 2 , the sensing operation of a CR consists of repeated cycles of the sensing period T. The sensing period effectively represents the time interval where sensing is repeated together with data transmission. It also represents the communication frame in CR, referred to as a CR frame. During the sensing time t in a sensing period, a CR device obtains frequency spectrum information, called RFS Stimuli in Figure 1 , from its environment of surrounding radio frequency spectrum. After the sensing time, the CR device can decide to transmit data on the same channel or in a new vacant channel, i.e., a spectrum hole, based on the outcome from the spectrum decision component.
The decision taken by the CR device is based on the sensing outcome, i.e., the presence or absence of suitable spectrum holes as well as that of the PU. The data transmission starts after the sensing time until the next sensing period, also called the CR communication frame. The data transmission time (T-t) depends on the sensing time t and the CR frame time T and hence the data transmission is based on how frequent and long the sensing is conducted. Thus, sensing frequency is 1/T. The sensing time t and the CR frame time T can be designed to be fixed for all frames or could be designed to vary based on the design goals [12] . Typically, sensing should be as short and less frequent as possible without affecting the sensing accuracy [13] . Increasing the sensing time t and conducting sensing more frequently, i.e. decreasing T, lead to an increase in the probability of correct detection of the PU's presence. In turn, this leads to more protection to the PU from interference by other CR users and more utilization of the spectrum. On the other hand, it leads to less data transmission rate and hence to QoS degradation for SUs. The degradation can be measured by several parameters such as throughput, delay and MAC layer process overhead [14] . Therefore, designing the sensing time and frequency of sensing should take into account the trade-off between protecting the PU's QoS and improving the QoS of SUs.
SENSING METHODS
The main challenge facing the sensing methods is how to improve the spectrum sensing performance by mainly increasing the positive detection probability and decreasing the false detection probability. A sensing technique with a higher positive detection probability provides more protection to PU. A CR device with a lower probability of false detection of the presence of the PU has more chance to use the available spectrum holes. Therefore, the CR device has more chance of achieving a higher throughput on the CR network. The design of a sensing technique is constrained by an acceptable level of false detection [15] . Additionally, improving sensing performance is challenged by a range of trade-offs and various constraints such as application requirements, hardware capability, complexity and required infrastructure [16] .
In general, a sensing method that uses surrounding RFS information collected by the CR device only is called a local sensing method. If the SUs do not exchange their surrounding RFS information gathered by local sensing, then the sensing method is referred to as a non-cooperative sensing method. In this paper, the sensing methods are also classified into three categories: methods with no prior sensing information required, methods based on prior sensing information and methods based on sharing of sensing information amongst SUs.
Blind Sensing
In blind sensing, no prior information about the PUs' signal is necessary for the sensing methods under this category. However, prior information about the noise power of the targeted spectrum may be required for better performance. Otherwise, a reasonable estimation of the noise power is used instead. Two well-known blind sensing methods are based on energy detection and covariance-based detection.
Energy Detection
The energy detection, also known as radiometry or periodogram, is the most common method for spectrum sensing because of its low implementation complexity and computational overhead [5] .
In this method, an energy detector is used to monitor the energy level of the communication channel with a narrowband frequency spectrum and then the observed signal energy level is compared with a predefined threshold. The channel is occupied by the PU if the signal's energy is over the threshold; otherwise, it is considered unoccupied and therefore a spectrum hole exists in the channel. Because of this simplicity, this technique requires the shortest sensing time t per CR frame compared to other common sensing technologies [17] .
Generalizing the use of this method faces several challenges as a consequence of its simplicity. Firstly, selection of the threshold used for detection becomes an issue when the channel noise level is unknown or uncertain over time [18] . Secondly, under a low SNR, it is hard to differentiate between modulated signals, including signals of other SUs, noise, and interference, resulting in poor detection performance [5] . Lastly, an energy detector is ineffective in detecting spread spectrum signals [19] .
Covariance-based Detection
This method is based on comparing the covariance of the observed signal and the covariance of the noise where statistical covariance matrices of signal and noise are usually different [20] . The main improvement of this method is to overcome the energy detection shortcomings. In particular, it can distinguish between signal and noise in a low SNR, and without any prior information about the PU's signal and channel noise. This improvement is achieved at the expense of adding a computational overhead in computing the covariance matrix of the observed signal samples [11] . In addition to an increase in complexity, other drawbacks of the energy detection are still present in the covariance-based detection.
The covariance-based detection method works with no prior information about the PU signals.
They have a limited performance particularly when the PU uses spread spectrum signals for its transmission techniques. Moreover, the blind sensing methods could not effectively distinguish between PU and other SUs that are sharing the same spectrum holes. Research is ongoing to improve the blind sensing approach in terms of performance and required sensing time, such as in [21, 22] .
Prior Information Required
Methods belonging to this category rely on partial or full information about the PU's transmission signal to be able to differentiate it from other signals and noise. In this category, the sensing method takes several samples of the surrounding spectrum of a certain channel and extracts any possible features of the collected samples. Then it compares these characteristics with the prior known features of the PU signal. The algorithms used to derive and compare these features differ from sensing method to another. Also, the amount and type of the required prior information are based on the used method. In this section, several of the sensing methods belong to this category are described.
Cyclostationarity Feature Detection
This method is based on distinguishing the PU signal from noise, interference, and other signals by identifying its cyclostationarity features [23, 24] . These cyclostationarity features are associated with the signal modulation type, carrier frequency, and data rate. Hence, the CR device needs sufficient prior information about these unique characteristics of the PU signal. Based on this information, it can perform a cyclostationarity analysis on the signal to identify matched features [9] . For this method to perform better than the energy detection method, an adequate number of real-time sample sets in the frequency domain need to be collected. As a consequence, better performance accrues more complexity and sensing time at the expense of the available throughput [9] .
Correlation Detection
Sensing based on correlation is also known as waveform-based sensing or coherent sensing. In this method, the expected correlation or coherence between the observed signal samples is identified to detect the PU signal based on previous knowledge about its waveform patterns [9] . The accuracy of the sensing increases when the length of the known signal pattern of the PU is increased [25] . The main drawback of this method is related to the large amount of information required for signal patterns of the PUs to achieve a high performance that is not practical for several CR systems.
Radio Identification Based Sensing
This method is based on having a priori information about the transmission technologies used by the PU. In the radio identification stage of the method, several extracted features of the received signal are exploited and then classified to determine if the signal demonstrates the PU signal technology [26] . Fundamentally, the feature extraction and classification techniques are used in the context of the European Transparent Ubiquitous Terminal (TRUST) project [27] . For collecting and extracting the signal features, the radio identification method may use one of the known sensing techniques, such as the energy detection method [9] . The radio identification improves the accuracy of the energy detection to some extent with complexity implication. The achieved precision is dependent on the signal feature extraction and classification techniques used to identify the presence of the PU.
Matched Filtering
The matched filtering method achieves a higher detection probability in a shorter detection time, compared to other methods that are similarly based on prior information [28, 29] . This method is considered as the best sensing method in this classification. The collected signal is passed through a filter that will amplify the possible PU signal and attenuate any noise signal. The filter makes the detection of the presence of the PU signal more accurate [29] . The filter, which is known as a matched filter, has to be tuned based on some features of the PU signal. These features include the required bandwidth, operating frequency, the modulation used and frame format [9] . One of the disadvantages of this method is in implementation where different PUs signal types require different dedicated hardware receivers. This requirement makes the method difficult to be practically implemented and also leads to higher power consumption during operation if the method is implemented based on current hardware technologies. Figure 3 shows an estimated comparison between non-cooperative sensing methods, based on accuracy and complexity of the reviewed sensing methods in this study. Table 1 shows more comparison aspects between local sensing methods. The comparison clearly shows that a higher accuracy is achieved in the cost of complexity. Moreover, sensing methods with higher performance and more robustness against noise require more sensing time and sufficient prior information about the PU signal. 
Based on SU Cooperation
The main principle of this approach is that SUs share their locally sensed information of the spectrum with each other. The use of sensed information from other SUs can produce a more accurate sensing outcome than relying solely on local sensing. The hidden transmitter problem is an example of the issues that may prohibit a CR from detecting the presence of a PU, when the CR relies only on locally sensed information. The cause of this problem is the fading and shadowing of the signals emitted from a PU, although it is within the transmission range of the CR [9] . However, when cooperated SUs are spatially distributed, it helps to overcome the hidden PU problem and other limitations of local sensing [30] . Sensing cooperation can also reduce the local sensing cost, e.g., sensing time and energy consumption while maintaining sensing quality by scheduling the sensing operation among cooperative SUs [31] . The sensing method used by an individual SU can be based on one of the sensing methods for local sensing, such as energy detection and cyclostationarity feature detection [10] .
In some environments, cooperative sensing may lose its advantages as far as an individual SU is concerned. For instance, increasing the local sensing frequency in an individual SU of high mobility is more efficient, in terms of sensing accuracy and overhead, than to cooperate with other SUs [19] . In cooperative sensing, the improvement of sensing is more noticeable when the number of cooperative SUs is increased. However, involvement of more SUs will increase the cooperation overhead in terms of the amount of data exchange and the time required for the exchange [32] .
A cooperative approach can only be used when SUs are able and willing to collaborate. Also, a SU may not always find other cooperative SUs within its transmission range. Therefore, the CR devices should not solely rely on cooperative sensing approaches. They should be able to use a suitable local sensing method and resort to cooperative sensing, only when an enhanced performance is possible.
FACTORS FOR SELECTING SUITABLE SENSING METHOD
Selecting the suitable sensing method for a particular CR operation condition depends on several factors. These factors may change during the CR operation. Thus, the proper sensing method for the new conditions might be a different method. Based on the discussions in previous sections, notable factors are described in the following sub-sections.
Applications QoS Requirements
The QoS requirements differ based on the applications running on a CR device. The sensing delay and transmission throughput vary from one sensing method to another within the same operating conditions. As a result, the sensing operation used on a CR device has a direct impact on the QoS of an application running on the device, mainly in terms of the throughput, delay and jitter. As sensing is a repetitive operation, a CR device should be able to select a proper sensing method with the least impact on the QoS of the running application. As shown in Table 1 , the required sensing time and the accuracy level vary depending on the sensing method used. Using a sensing method having a higher sensing accuracy leads to greater utilization of the spectrum. However, achieving a higher sensing accuracy requires more sensing time that causes more delay to the running application. For example, the sensing time for energy detection is usually less than 1 ms while cyclostationarity feature detection requires 24 ms or more [17] . For an optimal sensing accuracy, the sensing time needs to be in the range of 2 seconds as has been found in [33] . Such a long sensing time is not suitable for delay sensitive applications, such as VoIP. Hence, the sensing methods that require long sensing times should be avoided when a CR device is running an application sensitive to delay. Similarly, other operational requirements must also be taken into account.
Availability of Prior Information
The amount of information available about the characteristics of the PUs and the communications media is an important factor influencing the selection of a proper sensing method. For instance, insufficient information about the PU signals excludes the use of the methods utilizing matched filters. To achieve an optimal sensing accuracy, a CR device should be able to change the sensing method based on the information that becomes available about the PU signal or the SNR of the targeted spectrum. The energy detection method performs more effectively when the SNR is high so it could be the preferred sensing method in this situation and this method has a minimal overhead in terms of sensing time and power consumption. In contrast, in low or uncertain SNR, the energy detection method performs very poorly and thus should be avoided. Under the absence of any prior information about the PU, the selection of the sensing method is limited to the blind sensing methods. The range of the sensing methods based on prior information that can be used is depended on the type of the available information about the PU. For example, the transmission technology used by a PU is enough for sensing methods based on radio identification, but it is not adequate for those based on the use of matched filters, as they requires more detailed information. Obtaining very specific information about a PU, including the modulation used and frequency operation, is not possible in some cases. The operation of a CR device usually involves switching amongst different frequency bands licenced to different PUs. Therefore, the CR device has to change the sensing method based on the information available about the new frequency band.
Level of Protection Required for PU
The selection of the sensing method must be considered with regard to the degree of protection necessary for the PU. They may vary depending on available frequency bands and types of services. For instance, analog TV service is more robust against interference than digital TV service [16] . Hence, a sensing method that provides less protection, i.e., lower PU detection probability, should only be used when the PU is more tolerant of interference such as in analog TV services. The PU application sensitivity should also be considered on the protection level required. For example, PU signals used for military and security purposes require a high level of protection. High accuracy sensing may be enforced in frequency bands where the PU signals used for critical missions. This factor poses the need of classifying different protection levels for PUs based on the transmission technology being used by the PUs and their application sensitivity. These protection levels can be assigned to each licensed band and announced. Currently, the IEEE standardization effort, for CR, specifies only one general protection level, i.e., the minimum accepted level of detection probability is 90% [34] . The wide adoption of the CR technology is based on how extent this technology success in guaranteeing an adequate level of protection to the PUs.
CR Device Capability
A CR device designed with limited hardware resources and power capacities will not be able to support a wider range of sensing methods. Some methods require sophisticated hardware components and higher power consumptions, e.g. the matched filter method, compared to simple ones such as the energy detection method. An ideal CR device should be able to be reconfigured on-the-fly to support a broad range of sensing methods. In practice, a CR device's actual capability will limit the range of sensing methods that can be supported. For mobile CR devices, which is capable of supporting a wide range of sensing methods, the remaining battery power or the economic power consumption theme can be considered in the selection of a sensing method requiring lower power consumption.
The CR Network Mode and Capability
The network mode and capability are important factors to CR systems to make a decision between cooperative and non-cooperative sensing approaches. In CR networks with infrastructure and centralized topology, a method based on cooperative sensing is more suitable than that based on local sensing only. Hence, the capability of such a CR network depends on how much management ability can provide for white space determination to its CR devices. Furthermore, the capacity of a CR network relies on how much information the network can gather and provide to its CR users about the PU signals and the ambient spectrum.
In addition, the Medium Access Control (MAC) techniques used by a CR device should be considered in selecting a local sensing method. In general, the MAC techniques can be classified into three approaches: random access, time slotted and hybrid protocols [35, 36] . The Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism is widely used in random access and hybrid based protocols. The well-known IEEE 802.11stadnrads are based on CSMA/CA where the random access or hybrid based protocols are adopted. When a CR device uses the CSMA/CA to content on the same spectrum holes, the sensing operation will be conducted more often. Hence, the selection of the sensing method should be considered under two stages. The first stage of sensing is conducted to avoid interference with the PU user. While the second stage is performed within the contention window to avoid interference with other CR users. In the first stage, as the PU protection is the main concern, a high accuracy method should be used. In the second stage, the energy detection method is usually used because it requires a small sensing time. In the time slotted approach, the CR users share the spectrum based on Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA) which avoids interference between CR users [37] . Hence, the sensing operation is only needed to protect the PU. Therefore, TDMA networks require sensing less frequent than random access networks. The hybrid protocols are used to achieve a compromisation between random access and time slotted approaches. This compromisation should be also reflected on compromising switching between complex and simple sensing methods.
CONCLUSIONS
The work reported in this paper indicates that none of the available spectrum sensing techniques can achieve perfect detection of spectrum holes or the presence of the PU for all potential CR operating conditions. The spectrum sensing operation has an essential impact on the QoS of the running applications and overall performance in CR. This impact varies based on the sensing method used. Therefore, to improve the performance of CR systems, the relevant devices must be capable of utilizing a range of sensing methods. The selection of the most suitable method from the available sensing methods is based on a number of factors that have also been identified and discussed in this paper. The two most important factors among them are the QoS requirements and the required protection level for PU signals. This study poses the need of a real-time selection mechanism of the proper sensing method with the consideration of the stated factors. Our future works will focus on more exhaustive evaluations of these factors and how their fine-tunings can contribute to an improved CR performance. Furthermore, a real-time mechanism for selecting the proper sensing method based on these factors is our future aim.
